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Upcoming Workshops

Open Studio Summer Break Dates
Come see us at the open studio on August 19, 21, 26, and 28. We look forward to seeing you there.
Frame Library
Do you have a picture that you want to put in a show, but you don’t have a frame to put it in? PACS may be
able to help. We have a new frame lending library. Here is how it works. You talk to a facilitator and she will
help you try to find a suitable frame. If you find a frame that fits you simply sign out the frame almost like you
sign out a book from the public library. All we need is your name and phone number. Unfortunately, we cannot
sell these frames as we need enough frames to maintain the library. PACS does this as a service to its members.
Daisy Dollar Update
We are now collecting Daisy Dollars. What are Daisy Dollars? We get three cents from every Island Farms
UCP Code. Make sure the whole code is cut out. This includes the lone number on the outer edge of the code.

Our goal for the year is $500. Ask your friends and family to save the codes off things like Island Farms milk,
ice-cream, and butter. All the Island Farms UCP Codes add up to real dollars that PACS can spend anywhere.
Canadian Tire Update
Our Canadian Tire Money is adding up quite quickly. PACS is collecting Canadian Tire Money. We are over
the $5 mark now and rising. Do you have that 5 cent Canadian Tire Money in a junk drawer somewhere?
Donate it to PACS. All denominations of Canadian Tire Money are welcome. PACS can buy supplies at
Canadian Tire with Canadian Tire Money.
The Art Stroll Recap
Another successful year for PACS as we participated in the Fernwood Stroll for the 5th year. The theme for the
group show + art activity was “Where Art and Life Collide – Spirit Blooms”. 31 artists participated this year,
with 53 paintings shown. The art activity was a dynamite project, especially for the youngsters. They made
flowers + butterflies for our garden displayed in the gallery window. The silent auction proved very profitable
for PACS, drawing in 8 businesses from the Fernwood Community.
Statistically unspeaking we had about 250 people walk through PACS’ doors, including 38 members. PACS
sold some of their charming homemade cards + Wayne Croickshanks sold his beautiful photography cars and
donated ½ the proceeds to PACS. Thanks Wayne, and thanks to all the individuals who made the Fernwood Art
Stroll a success.
- Ilyanna Jones
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